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DEMONSTRATION of an Ex9eriment Demowstrating Time-lag in Vision. 

Demonstration Illustrating Time-lag in Vision. 

BY 
F. LL. HOPWOOD, DSc.,  A.R.C.Sc., F.Inst.P. 

THE experiment* depends upoii the fact that the time-lag in visual perception 
is greater for dimly than for brightly illuminated objects. A pendulum swinging 
in a plane carries a glow lamp a t  its lower end. A second glow lamp is fixed 
immediately below the mid-position of the swinging lamp, and both are viewed 
with one eye in the ordinary way, while in front of the other eye a metal disc 
perforated a t  its centre is so placed as to  cut off most of the light reaching that eye. 
The pendulum then appears t o  be a conical instead of a plane pendulum, the apparent 
direction of rotation changing when the disc is transferred from one eye to the 
other. 

This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the image seen by the obstructed 
eye corresponds to  an earlier position of the swinging lamp than does the image 
seen by the free eye, in consequence of the greater time-lag in the former case. The 
images seen by the two eyes thus fail to  coincide, and as they are combined by the 
binocular process into a single object, this object appears to be in front of or behind 
its true position according to the direction of swing and to  whether the right or left 
eye is obstructed. 

* See C. Pulfrich, DierhTaturwlssenschaften, Heft 25-27 und 33-35 (1922). 


